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 16 August 1957, Volume 126, Number 3268

 Collective Capitalism anz

 * r

 tconomlc 1 zeorn

 Gardiner C. Mea:

 s under-
 ,ical eco-
 le quan-

 The modern corporation has
 mined the preconceptions of class
 nomic theory as effectively as th
 tum undermined classical physic
 beginning of the SOth century. An
 drastic reconstruction of econor
 ory is due and is, perhaps7 now

 .

 ess. lt 1S my purpose here to p
 background for this reconstructi
 I propose to do by examining t
 tion between recent events and ez
 theory.

 But first let us consider the
 theory in human action. In a bas
 man is a systematic animal. We
 systems of thought which guide
 tions. Whether the particular sy
 thought is that of the witch doctc
 modern scientist, a system built
 concepts of freedom and demo
 around- a single God and the Te
 mandments, we could not live a
 effectively without such syst
 thought. The real world is altoge
 complex to be grasped. We build
 fied systems of thought in ordez
 our action. And these simplified
 are our theories about the real v

 Now it is a fundamental chara
 of our systems of thought that thx
 fit reality exactly. We can expecl
 only a rough fit. A theory may b,
 complex and logically consiste
 yet it is beyond svisdom to make
 account of all the real facts. As
 proximation, a theory may serve
 Newton's theory of gravity is suf
 accurate for everyday purposes.

 The author is an economic consulta
 Committee for Economic Development,
 tcun, D.C. This article is based on a p
 sented 27 Mar. 1957 at a session of the
 Wythe symposium at the College of Wi
 Mary, Williamsburg, Va.
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 should recognize that a th
 be so complete as to giv
 to reality.

 s at the In the field of the soci
 1 equally crudeness in the fit of th
 mic the- is of particular importan
 in proc- social reality can itself be
 Iresent a tive to the theory. I like
 on. This ciety as moving in a curve
 -he rela- a social theory as a strais
 conomic may or may not be tangez

 at a particular time. Whe
 role of tangent to the curve, at thc
 sic sense ory fits the reality well e
 live t}y good policy can be made i
 our ac- theory, even though the t]
 Istem of exactly fit the facts.
 Dr or the In a period in which o
 around ries fit the facts reasonably

 cracy or the minimum of social ter
 n Com- the social reality may cha
 ur lives gent of theory and the cl
 ems of get farther and farther
 bther too made in terms of the thec
 i simpli- duce good results. Tension
 r to aid theory itself becomes di
 systems there follows a period of
 vorld. new or revised theory whil
 lcteristic reality more closely. Then
 ey never or set of theories emerges,
 t at best again squared away for a
 e highly effective policy and reduc
 nt, and I believe that we are nz
 r it take in which society has mo
 s an ap- under our older economi,
 us well. that a new or revised set
 Mciently now in process of develop
 But we purpose, here, to show wh

 are needed to guide poliz
 suggest some of the dire(

 nt to the
 Washing- theorles seem llkely to ta
 aper pre- The "straight-line" cha]
 Marshall theory arises from the bas

 of any given theory. A gi

 SCIE-NCE

 be elaborated within the framework of
 its own logic but it is confined to the
 limits of its own assumptions. More can-
 not be derived from a theory than is put
 irl by assumption. Let us see how this
 works in the case of economic theory.

 z .

 Types of Control over Producti<?n

 7 For economic theorizing, we can dis-
 tinguish between at least four basic types

 ns of nongovernmental production which
 difler as to who controls production and
 can imagine economic models, each
 made up of just one type of productior+

 eory can never We might assume a subsistence model
 e a perfect St in which each economic unit produces

 only for its own consumption and ir
 al sciences the which there is no buying and selling. In
 Leory to reality approximation, such a model describes
 ce because the the economic condition of the Virginia
 changing rela- settlements before tobacco exports be-
 to think of so- came a significant factor, it descriles
 of change and most of our early pioneer settlements as
 ght line which our population moved west, and it still
 nt to the curve applies to some mountain homesteads.
 n the theory is But, more importantly, this model ap-
 rt time the the- plies in considerable degree to more thara
 nough so that half of the present-day population of the
 in terms of the world to the Indian village, to the Afri-
 heory does not can tribesmen, and to people in many

 other parts of the world. For such peo-
 ur social theo- ple the market plays a negligible role
 z well, we have and production is organized within the
 sion. But then village or tribe on a collective basis to
 nge. The tan- meet the needs of the producers who are
 urve of reality also the consumers. In such subsistence
 apart. Policies economies, consumers are in control of
 Dry fail to pro- production or, what is more significant
 1S increasef the for our present analysis, consumer,
 scredited, and worker, owner, and management are
 groping for a combined in a single economic unit. As
 ch fits the new a result, production policy and the in-
 a new theory struments of production are controlled

 , and society is by units which combine the interests of
 new period of consumer, worker, owner, and manage-
 ed tension. ment.

 Ow in a period Or we might assume atl economic
 ved out from model in which individuals produce
 c theories and goods for sale in the market and buy
 t of theories is goods in the market for consumption but
 ment. It is my in which no one works directly for any-
 y new theories one else. In such an economy, price and
 cy and aIso to the market serve to organize the produc
 ctions the new tiorl of separate economic units. This
 vke. form of production is typified by most
 racter of social American farms a single producer rais-
 ,ic assumptions ing cash crops, selling the product into
 ven theory can the market, and taking out of the market
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 sense in a prefactory system in which
 there was no separation of the worker
 from control over production policy.

 Although there may be other examples
 of such a departure from the assumption
 of an atomistic economy, I believe they
 are few and far between and have not
 produced modifications in that theory.
 They do not stand in the way of the
 conclusion that, for practical purposes,
 classical theory is built on the basic as-
 sumption of an atomistic economy; me
 apply the classical analysis and classical
 conclusions to a factory or corporate
 economy at our peril.

 Karl Marx took a t}ig step forward in
 building his economic theory on the as-
 sumption of a factory economy and pri-
 vate capitalism. He recognized the sepa-
 ration of worker from control over the
 instruments of production and rejected
 the idea of treating labor as a commod-
 ity. In this he was more realistic than the
 classical theorists. On the other hand, he
 built a body of theory which has cleal^ly
 been proved wrong in this country and
 certainly has not been supported so far
 by events in the Soviet Union. In this
 country, instead of progressive exploita-
 tion, there has been remarkable improve-
 ment in the workers' lot-the poor have
 become richer-while in the Soviet
 Union the workers are being exploited
 for the purposes of the state, with a real
 question whether the people are better
 off as a result. For Marx' theory, the su-
 periority of his basic assumption of a
 factory economy does not make up for
 the weakness in his theoretical analysis.

 As for collective capitalism, no com-
 prehensive economic theory has been de-
 veloped in terms of such an economy, in
 spite of the fact that the collective enter-
 prise of our great corporations sets the
 tone of today's economy. As a result, w e
 stand with a great deal of economic the-
 ory, but a major part of it was built on
 an obsolete base, and another part was
 disproved by events. It is clear to me
 that a major reconstruction of economic
 theory is in order. We must create a body
 of theory which applies to collective capi-
 talism and modify it to the extent neces-
 sary to allow for the fact that not all
 enterprise is collective enterprise.

 Steps toward the Reconstruction

 of Economic Theory

 The first step in a reconstruction of
 economic theory is to define its scope in
 modern terms. As long as economics
 dealt only with a pure atomistic economy
 ( or with the theoretical equivalent, a
 factory economy with labor treated as a
 commodity) the scope of economic the-
 ory could be limited to the market
 mechanism and to a consideration of the

 though at no period was the economy ex-
 clusively of one type or another. The
 feudal economy of Europe and the pio-
 neer economies of America were pri-
 marily of the subsistence type; Adam
 Smith's 18th-century economy was domi-
 nantly atomistic; the l9th-century econ-
 omy was dominated by the factory sys-
 tem; and today the big corporation gives
 its particular character to our modern
 economy. Let us then trace economic the-
 ory in relation to the curve of our chang-
 ing economy.

 Economic Theory

 and the Real EconomPy

 We can begin with classical economic
 theory, which for present purposes starts
 *vith Adam Smith and comes down
 through Mill and Marshall but does not
 include Keynes. This body of theory, in
 its essentials, relates to an atomistic
 economy and never really grapples with
 the prol}lems which make a factory econ-
 omy different from an atomistic economy.
 r n . . . .

 .. zls assertlon may surprlse some, slnce,
 certainly, the determination of wage
 rates was one of the classical problems.
 But consider that in classical theory,
 labor was treated as a commodity. In
 an atomistic economy, the shoemaker
 bought leather and shoe pegs and twine,
 combined them into a pair of shoes, and
 sold the shoes. And in classical theory
 the shoe manufacturer bought leather
 and shoe pegs and twine and labor, com-
 bined them into a pair of shoes, and
 sold the shoes. The factory system
 brought no change in theory except the
 delineation of a special commodity,
 labor, for which there were especially
 interesting problems of demand and sup-
 ply. At the same time, the worker himself
 was treated as an entrepreneur seeking
 to market his "product" labor.

 A single example will help to under-
 line this fact. Ever since I became aware
 of the limited basis of classical theory,
 I have sought cases where a classical
 scholar has made a significant theoreti-
 cal point which would apply to a factory
 economy and could not apply to an
 atomistic economy. So far, prior to
 Keynes, I have found only a single case.
 It occurs in D. H. Robertson's brilliant
 little book, Banking Polictt and the Prtce
 Level (1). Robertson points out that, if
 price and production policy in a com-
 pany or an industry were made by the
 owners, one policy svould resultS whereasS
 if policy were made jointly lty owners
 and workers, a different policy would
 result, with lower prices and larger vol-
 ume, since, instead of seeking to maxi-
 mize profits, the joint policy would seek
 to maximize the sum of profits and
 ^s ages. Such a statement s ould make no

 what he needs for production and for
 consumption. If all production were car-
 ried on by such one-man enterprises, Bre
 would have a pure atomistic economy,
 with the consumer no longer in direct
 control of production lout influencing pro-
 dution only through the market. In such
 an economy, direct control over produc-
 tion policy and the instruments of pro-
 duction would rest with individuals who
 combine- the interests of worker-owner-
 manager, while the interests of consum-
 ers would depend on market forces. It is
 the great achievement of Adam Smith
 that he presented a theory-of market be-
 havior for such an atomistic economy. I
 will come back to this in a moment.

 A third type of economy which we
 might assume is one in which produc-
 tion is carried on under the factory sys-
 tem with individual factory owners man-
 aging production but hiring workers to
 do the main producing. In such an econ-
 omy, not only the consumer but also the
 worker is separated from control over
 production policy and the instruments of
 production, except as consumer and
 worker affect production through the
 market. This system of production has
 properly been called private capitalism,
 and it was factory production which pro-
 vided the basic assumption of Marxian
 theory, while the separation of the
 worker from control over the instruments
 of production provided the basis of his
 class struggle.

 A fourth type of economic modeS
 which we might assume is one in rhicll
 all production is carried on by great
 corporate units in which ownership is so
 widely dispersed that owners, as well as
 consumers and workers, are separated
 from control over production policy and
 - the instruments of production. In such
 an economy? management would be in
 control, subject, of course, to the inldu-
 ence of the markets for goods, for labor,
 and for securities. And with the separa-
 tion of ownership and control comes the
 possibility of great aggregations of pro-
 ductive activity. We now have single cor-
 porate enterprises employing hundreds
 of thousands of workers, having hundreds
 of thousands of stockholders, using bil-
 lions of dollars' worth of the instruments
 of production, serving millions of cus-
 tomers, and controlled by a single man-
 agement group. These are great collec-
 tives of enterprise, and a system com-
 posed of, or dominated by, them might
 well be called "collective capitalism."

 It would be possible to elaborate other
 types of economy such as the Soviet Gov-
 ernment ownership and control, or an
 economy of cooperatives, but those out-
 lined here will serve the present purpose.

 Actually, the history of Europe and
 America in the last four centuries roughly
 fits the pattern of these four economies,
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 The fourth coordinating influence is

 the acceptance of common goals. We had
 an outstanding example of this during

 World War II. There was a nation-wide
 acceptance of the aim of winning the
 war. And, in the light of this common
 goal, any number of people did things or
 put up with things in ways to contribute
 to the war eSort without being told. Or
 take a more homely example. A family
 decides to go on a picnic and, without
 specific instructions, various members in
 the family start to prepare. Some make
 sandwiches, some get the car ready, and
 others get out the picnic hamper. Once

 the picnic goal has been accepted, co-
 ordination can come simply as a result
 of the thinking and action of each indi-
 vidual as he sees how his effort can be

 coordinated with that of others. Business
 enterprise is constantly using goals both
 to stimulate and to coordinate produc-
 tion and sales. We will come back later
 to the coordinating role of common goals.

 For our present analysis, what is im-
 portant is that there are at least four
 ways in which the action of individuals

 can be coordinated to a greater or lesser
 degree, and, in any concrete situation,
 coordination may involve two or more
 of these different methods. I believe that

 economic theory must take account of
 all four.

 With this-background, let us consider
 the various areas of economic theory and
 the direction in which they are develop-
 ing or should develop because of the
 facts of collective capitalism. For this
 purpose I will distinguish between the
 following four major areas of economic

 theory: the theory of employment; the
 theory of the firm; the theory of alloca-
 tion; and the theory of economic plan-
 ning.

 Employment Theory

 The term em-ployment theory is rela-
 tively new, but classical -theory dealt
 with the problem of underutilization of
 resources under the heading of Say's law
 and in the equilibrium equations of
 Walras. According to both, the only
 condition of equilibrium in an atomistic
 economy is one of full use of resources.
 As Mill pointed out, according to classi-

 cal theory, general overproduction was
 impossible except, of course, temporary
 overproduction, which would quickly

 correct itself.
 Actual events the long American de-

 pression of the 1890's, Britain's long de-
 pression in the 1920's, the world-wide

 depression of the 1 930's, and the long
 history of business fluctuations finally
 broke the hold of Say's law and the be-
 lief in a self-correcting mechanism that
 would maintain reasonably full employ-

 ment. Keynes came forward with a new
 theory of employment which he believed
 would explain the possibility of equilib-
 rium at less than full employment in a
 competitive and flexible-price economy

 (2). For many years this theory found
 wide acceptance and helped to make
 theoretically respectable the rejection of
 Say's law. But in spite of the brilliance
 of Keynes' analysis, it rested on an as-
 sumption that is no longer generally ac-
 cepted by economists-the assumption
 that the only wayEa change in the real
 stock of money could affect the level of
 demand and employment is through

 changes in the level of interest rates. I
 cannot go into detail here. It is sufficient
 to say that the statistical evidence does
 not support Keynes' assumption. Keynes

 has not supplied an explanation of un-

 employment for an economy of flexible
 prices and wage rates. For such an atom-
 istic economy, the only condition of
 equilibrium would appear to be one of

 full employment; Say's law would still
 seem to hold for an atomistic economy.

 But our present-day economy is not
 an economy of flexible prices and wage
 rates. The factory system and the mod-
 ern corporation have brought changes
 which must be taken into the basic as-
 sumptions of theory. Labor is not a com-
 modity, and wage rates are not flexible
 but a form of administered prices. In

 addition, administration of enterprise has
 extended into the goods market, and we
 also have administered prices for goods.
 When economic theory is rebuilt on the
 basis of administered prices and admin-
 istered wage rates, I believe the inappli-

 cability of Say's law and the Walrasian
 full-employment equilibrium will be ob-
 ViOUS.

 First let us consider wage rates. Clas-

 sical theory had no difficulty picturing a

 commodity market for wheat or oranges
 with suppliers and demanders brought
 into adjustment by price. But have you

 ever run across a theoretical description

 of a market for labor in which the wage
 rate equates the demand and supply of
 labor? I never have, and I have never
 been able to envisage such a market.
 Would each worker come into the mar-
 ket each day and offer a basket full of
 "labor," and would employers "buy" a
 fresh lot of labor each day? This just
 does not make sense. A worker cannot
 sell his labor apart from himself; an
 enterprise cannot use labor apart from
 the persons who constitute it. And an

 essential part of the value of "labor" to
 an enterprise is the familiarity of the
 persons constituting "labor" with the
 equipment or affairs of the enterprise
 employing them. This means that a free
 market and flexible prices for labor are
 not feasible if big factory or corporate
 enterprise is to be eEcient.

 u-ays in which individual behavior af-

 fected and in turn was affected by the
 market. For such an economy, an analy-
 sis of the market is also an analysis of
 the way in which the activities of sepa-
 rate individuals are coordinated in using
 resources to satisfy human wants. Some
 economists would like to limit the scope
 of economic theory today to the opera-
 tion of the market mechanism. But to-
 day, with the great role played by cor-
 porate management in coordinating the

 activity of separate individuals within an
 enterprise, it is obvious that the market
 mechanism is not the only coordinating
 device. If we limit economic theory to
 the market, we are leaving out a major
 part of economic coordination. I believe
 that economic theory must be given the
 broader scope and that it must deal with

 economic coordination within enterprises
 as well as between enterprises. It must
 be concerned with the coordination of in-
 dividual action in using resources to
 satisfy human wants, however that co-
 ordination is brought about.

 If we accept this broad scope for eco-
 nomic theory, the second step is to inves-

 tigate the various means by which eco-
 nomic coordination is brought about. So
 far, I have been able to discover four
 distinct and important ways by which
 the economic actions of individuals can
 be coordinated. The first and most ob-

 vious is the market mechanism. I do not
 need to point out how the market can
 coordinate the producjtive activity of

 thousands of individuals. A second and
 equally obvious method of coordination
 is by administrative direction. The man-
 ager tells A to do one thing, B another,
 and C a third, and, because the manager
 planned it that way, the separate actions

 of the three fall into a common pattern.
 But there are two other devices of co-
 ordination which are not so obvious, and

 yet they are particularly important for a
 democratic society. These devices are

 what might be called canalizing rules
 and the acceptance of common goals.

 We are all familiar with the canaliz-
 ing rules-the laws, rules, and customs-
 which help to coordinate daily living.
 The rule that one drives on the right side
 of the road or the custom that bills are
 sent out at the end of the month helps to
 bring order into individual behavior. Or
 consider two people getting into an ele-
 vator. It is much easier for a man and a
 woman to enter than it is for two polite
 men to do so. These are perhaps trivial
 examples. More important are the cus-

 tom of accepting money in exchange for
 goods, the laws enforcing contracts, and
 the rules and regulations set up by a cor-
 poration to facilitate its activity. The
 canalizing rules play a major role in co-
 ordinating the activities of separate indi-
 viduals.
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 Xn actual fact, as I have said, wage
 rates are a form of "administered price."
 Before labor became organized, the typi-
 cal procedure for establishing wage rates
 was-administrative. In starting up a fac-
 tory, the manager decided on what wage
 rates he would pay for each type of work
 and sent out word that jobs were avail-
 able. If the supply of job seekers at those
 wage rates was larger than the number
 he ranted to hire, he would turn some
 away. If the supply was not as large as
 he wanted, he would send word farther

 afield, or perhaps he would send out re-
 cruiting agents to bring in workers. Thus
 the wage rates set by the manager would
 equate supply and demand only by
 chance. In most cases, either demand or
 supply would be in excess. And, what is
 tnost important for employment theory,
 the fact of a discrepancy between the
 supply and demand for labor would not
 lead the manager to alter his wage rates
 unless the discrepancy was considerable.
 Similarly, once a factory was in opera-
 tion, if the manager needed fewer work-
 ers, he would lay off a part of his labor
 force. But he was unlikely to reduce his
 schedule of wage rates unless there was
 a very large increase in unemployment
 or unless his own firm was being seri-
 ously squeezed by competition. Thus,

 under the factory system, and even with-
 out labor organization, wage rates were
 administered and tended to be relatively
 inflexible, seldom closely equating the
 supply and demand for labor.

 Whether or not the organization of
 labor has increased the inflexibility of
 wage rates is not clear. During the great
 depression of the early 1930's, wage rates
 dropped more in the clothing trades in
 which labor organization was strong than
 they did in such durable-goods industries
 as automobiles and electric equipment
 where unemployment was greater, labor
 was weak, and wage rates were admin-
 istered by the corporate management.
 On the other hand, negotiated wage con-
 tracts certainly limit the power of man-
 agement to change wage rates for periods
 of time. lSor present purposes it is im-
 rnaterial whether the organization of
 labor increases the inflexibility of wage
 rates or simply confirms a behavior
 which management would have adopted
 lrl any case. What- is important is that
 the factory system and the corporate
 system involve wage rates which do not
 1oehave like the classical commodity
 prices.

 Administration of prices has also come
 to be a dominant characteristic of our
 factory-and corporate economy (3). A
 company will set its price for a product
 and hold it constant for a period of time,
 selling whatever amount is demanded at
 the administered price. Demand at the
 adrninistered price may be in excess of
 supply, as was recently the case with

 steel. Or demand may be less than the
 company is willing to supply at the ad-
 ministered price.- As a result, an admin-
 istered price will equate supply and de-
 mand only by chance, while an excess of

 supply or demand of considerable mag-
 nitude may develop without resulting in
 a revision of an administered price.

 The classical theorists were familiar

 with administered prices, but, so far as
 I know, administered prices were never
 introduced as a basic assumption in clas-
 sical economic theory. Their effect was
 treated as a matter of "friction" which
 slowed up but did not prevent the process

 of automatic adjustment. But today a
 large proportion of all labor and com-
 modity transactions in this country take
 place at administered prices:. Gertainly

 most retail distribution, including a large
 part of food distribution, isx at admin-
 istered prices. So are most manufactured
 products and most of the services. Only
 in farm products and raw'materials is
 the classical market price the general
 rule, and even here there are many ex-

 ceptions. Thus, the factory-'and corporate
 systems provide us with administered
 prices, as well as administered wage

 rates, both of which lie outside of clas-
 sical theory.

 Once one introduces administered
 prices and wage rates as basic assump-

 tions in employment theory, it is not
 difficult to explain equilibrium at less
 than full employment. Reynes did this,
 not as a theory, but as a device of ex-
 position. When he analyzed the effect on
 employment of changes in' the propens;-
 ties to consume and invest, he Srst as-
 sumed that prices and wage rates were
 fixed. This was only a device to make it
 easier to follow his analysis, and he has
 made it clear that his conclusions on em-
 ployment did not depend on this tempo-

 rary assumption. Yet perhaps his great-
 est claim to fame will be this inadver-
 tent introduction of a formulation of
 equilibrium with fixed prices and wage
 rates.

 Of' course, administered prices and
 wage rates are subject to change, and
 the new theory of employment must take
 account of the successive readjustment

 of prices and wage rates as the discrep-
 ancy between supply and demand ex-
 ceeds some threshold of administrative
 action. The theory must be concerned
 both with the magnitude of this discrep-
 ancy and with the magnitude of the price
 revision when it is made. What is im-
 -m'ediately important is that, when ad-
 ministered prices and wage rates are as-
 sumed, it is easy to construct economic
 models which reach short-run equilib-
 rium at less than full employment and in
 which automatic forces operate toward
 full employment so slowly that they are
 not important. Thus, in one plausible
 model which I constructed, the auto-

 matic forces would restore full employ-
 ment only after an infinite regression in
 time.

 Here, then, is a major reconstruction
 of economic theory required by the ac-
 tual characteristics of our economy. For^
 tunately, our practice in seeking to main-
 tain full employment has run ahead of
 dependable theory. But a dependable
 theory of employment could greatly

 clarify the essential role of government
 and greatly increase the eEciency of
 practice irl this field.

 The problem here is to develop a
 statement of short-run economic equilib-
 rium on the assumptions that some prices
 are of the classical type and that some

 are administered. We have the Walrasian
 formulation of equilibrium for an econ-

 omy of perfectly flexible prices. We have
 the Keynesian formulation with its am-

 biguity about price, but it is capable of
 stating an equilibrium with prices fixede

 What we need is a Walrasian-like for-
 mulation which will state the condition
 of equilibrium if some prices are admin-
 istered and some prices are flexible, and
 indicate how changes in the equilibrium-

 determining factors will alter the equi-
 librium result.

 Theory of the Firm

 A second area of economic theory

 which needs reconstruction because of
 the modern corporation is the theory of
 the firm. This presents a many-issued
 problem, one that is at the heart of eco-
 nomic theory, since assumptions about
 the behavior of the firm enter into all
 other areas of economic theory.

 Classical economics has given us a
 highly elaborated theory of the behavior
 of a firm and here I irlclude not only
 the classical line through Marshall but
 also the somewhat arid analyses of

 Chamberlin and Robinson (4 ) . This
 theory is concerned with the firm as a
 buyer, combiner or producer, and seller
 of goods. And because labor is treated
 as a commodity, it applies primarily to
 an atomistic economy. The theory itself
 starts with the assumption that the en
 trepreneur is seeking to maximize his
 profit and works out the different pat-
 terns of behavior which would maximize
 profit under various known conditions.

 This theory, when it is applied to im
 perfect competition, has always given
 me a good deal of trouble, even as ap-
 plied to an atomistic economy. But let
 us assume that the classical theory of
 the firm does apply to the small entre-
 preneur in an atomistic economy or is
 so modified that it does apply and ask
 what modifications are needed to make
 it fit the corporate firms of collective
 capitalism.

 The first change is implicit in our dis-
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 cussion of employment theory: the new
 theory of the enterprise must account
 for the well-nigh universal presence of
 administered prices and wage rates and
 their respective behavior. There is noth-
 ing in the classical theory of the profit-
 maximizing firm which would lead one
 to expect administered prices or admin-
 istered wage rates.

 A second change was pointed out by
 Adolf Berle and me in our book, The
 Hodern Corporation and Private Prop-
 erty (5), in which we indicated how the
 separation of ownership and control in
 most of our big corporations undercuts
 the function of profits to owners as a
 stimulus to more eEcient operation of
 the enterprise. Conslder first the profits
 going to those stockholders who do not
 in fact control the enterprise or make
 policy. Such profits cannot act as an in-
 centive to better operation of the enter-
 prise. And if, instead, profits over and
 above the amount necessary to induce
 investment were to go to the controlling
 management so they would induce more
 efficient operations, as profit theory
 would require, the courts would find this
 illegal, because the profits "belong" to
 the stockholders.

 On the other hand, how much do
 profits from ownership act as a stimulus
 to those in control of a big corporation
 whose stock is wldely dispersed? It is
 often said that, even though a control-
 ling group may own only a small pro-
 portion of a company's stock, their own-
 ership interest and the incentives arising
 from it can still be large because of the
 size of the company. Let us look at this
 for a minute. Consider, for example, a
 memorandum recently circulated by the
 Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Rail-
 way Company giving the stockholdings
 of the directors of the company who are,
 in effect, in control of that corporation.
 In combination, the directors hold one-
 tenth of 1 percent of the outstanding

 stock. The average stockholding per di-
 rector has a current market value of ap-
 proximately $50,000, and the largest
 holding by a director is just under $200,-
 000. These are sizable amounts of invest-
 ment. But do they really supply a sig-
 nificant inducement to strive vigorously

 to increase the company's proSt? Sup-
 pose that, by more vigorous direction,
 the company could be made to yield 20
 percent higher profits. Assuming that this
 would mean a 20 percent higher divi-
 dend, the average director would get
 $600 more in dividends, while the di-
 rector with the largest stockholding
 would get 4 times this amount. And since
 most of the directors, if not all, are al-
 ready paying income taxes at the more
 robust rates, only a part of the $600
 would be a reward. My own belief is
 that the directors of such a well-run rail-
 road as the Santa Fe try to run it well
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 for the same reasons that the trustees of
 a great university seek to run the univer-
 sity well. In the case of the Santa Fe,

 profits are a symbol of successful opera-
 tions, but I question how far the receipt
 of profits by the controlling directors
 through their ownership is a dominant
 stimulus to efficient operation.

 I am not here suggesting that profits

 do not play an important role in big cor-
 porate enterprise. I am suggesting that
 their role may be quite different from
 that attributed to profits in the repre-
 sentative small firm of classical theory.
 As a minimum, we can say that profits
 cannot perform their traditional role
 where ownership and control are sepa-
 rated, for this traditional role depended
 on the assumption that ownership and
 control were cornbined. We should start
 fresh and ask just what are the motiva-
 tions of top corporate management-to
 increase their personal incomes, to serve
 the stockholders, to expand manage-
 ment's power, to foster the status of the
 corporate collective, to serve the public
 interest? Clearly, a new theory of the
 firm to apply to the corporate collective
 must start with an analysis of motivation
 in the big business bureaucracies. Such
 an analysis must be based on actual ob-
 servation. This will not be easy, because
 motivation is itself elusive. Perhaps such
 investigations will require the joint ac-
 tion of economist, political scientist, psy-
 chologist, and anthropologist. Until such
 studies are made, our basis for assuming
 motivation is inadequate.

 In the meantime, I offer the sugges-
 tion that a study of motivation in the
 top management of a great university
 would throw more light on the motiva-
 tion of top corporate management than
 any amount of study of small private
 enterprises. Like a university, the great
 corporate collective is a "going concern"
 with its own momentum and its own in-
 ternal drives and internal conflicts. Lit-
 erature is beginning to reflect this in such
 books and'plays as Executive Suite and
 The Solid Gold Cadillac. How far is the
 task of top management in the corpora-
 tion that of generating and' sustaining
 group thinking and group decision-mak-
 ing? And what'factors actually enter into
 top management decisions?

 There are also problems of motivation
 in the lesser ranks of'management. Are
 the pressures for conformity and com-
 promise in the group activities of man-
 agement reducing initiative and enter-
 prise, either' by suppressing it or by'
 selecting away from it? Are-the great
 corporations creating a new "economic
 man" the "organization man'' ' with
 new characteristics which the economist
 will have to understand,- analyze, and
 take into account? (6). And can the
 "organization man" be adequate to fill
 the shoes of top management?

 The bureaucratization of industry rev

 quires still another extension of the
 theory of the firm-the study of the
 bureaucracy itself. How are the great
 corporations actually run? How are the
 activities of 100,000 persons coordinated
 within a single enterprise? What kind of
 organizatiorl makes for effective use of
 resources; what kind, for wasteful use?

 With so much of the coordination of in-
 dividual activity brought about through
 administrative action within single units,
 how does this affect the use of resources
 in the satisfying of wants? In some de-
 gree this aspect of enterprise theory must
 deal with the same problems of admin-
 istration as those dealt with by political
 theory in its analysls of government bu-
 reaucracy, but in other respects, particu-
 larly in its focus on the impact of ad-
 ministration on the use of resources, this
 will be a new kind of allocation theory
 in which the unseen hand of Adam

 Smith is replaced by the visible hand of
 business bureaucracy.

 The reconstituted theory of the firm
 will also have to take account of cor-

 porate politics as well as corporate eco-
 nomics. The modern corporation is more
 than a legal framework of enterprise. It
 is an institution for interrelating the in-
 terests of security holders, workers, con-
 sumers, and management. As such, it is
 a focus for conflicting, as well as com-
 mon, interests, and it is the focus of
 power conflicts. Just where in these
 power conflicts economics leaves off and
 political science begins is not at all clear.
 Perhaps what we need is a new joint
 science which gives new content to the
 old term political economy and applies
 it to the politicoeconomic formation of
 policy in the great corporate enterprises
 as well as in government.

 Finally, the theory of the corporate
 firm will have to consider the public
 responsibility of corporate management
 arising from size and from the separa-
 tion of control from consumer, worker,
 and owner alike. In our book on the
 modern corporation, Berle and I (5 )
 suggested that, if the controlllng man-
 agement of the big dispersely owned
 corporations adopted the role of arbiter
 between stockholders, workers, and con-
 sumers, the courts might accept such a
 role. Certainly there is considerable evi-
 dence that the larger corporations are
 accepting some degree of social responsi-
 bility as a step toward their own long-
 run status and survival. The theory of
 the collective firm must therefore con-
 sider under what conditions, if any, an
 enterprise can operate to serve the public
 interest without itself assuming any so-
 cial responsibility; and also under what
 conditions an enterprise is so large or so
 relates in^7estors, workers, and consum-
 ers that it must take into account, or be
 made to take into account, considera-
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 tions of social interest as well as those of
 corporate profits.

 When we have an adequate theory of
 the collective corporate firm, we will be
 able to picture an economic model of
 big corporate enterprise. Such a theory,
 combined with adequate theories of the
 Srm for an atomistic and for a factory
 economy, should give us the basis for
 understanding most firm behavior in our
 actual complex economy.

 Allocation Theory

 The third great branch of economics
 I propose to discuss is allocation theory.
 Classical allocation theory rests on or in-
 cludes the traditional theory of the firm
 and is concerned with the process by
 which scarce resources are allocated to
 diSerent uses. It starts with the assump-
 tion of full employment and deals with
 the way in which prices and the market
 mechanism operate to direct resources
 into the production and distributlon of
 the goods most in demand. Marshallns
 Principles represents the greatest formu-
 lation of this theory ( 7 ) . It has been
 much elaborated since Marshall's time
 but a great deal of the elaboration is to
 be found, at least in embryo, in Mar-
 shall's footnotes.

 Certain basic assumptions of this
 theory are clear. Besides the assump-
 tion of full employment the theory
 postulates Marshall's representative firm
 with ownership and control combined in
 a single owner or partnership. It treats
 labor as a commodity. And it assumes
 flexible prices which adjust to equate
 supply and demand. With these postu-
 lates, Marshall purports to show that, in
 general, prices (including wage rates)
 will so adjust that price and marginal
 cost will tend to be approximately equal,
 resources will tend to be used in the most
 productive manner, and the rewards to
 the factors of production will tend to be
 close to their respective marginal contri-
 butions to production. This theory is of
 great importance today, because a great
 deal of private and public policy is built
 upon it, either consciously or uncon-
 sciously.

 Now I do not wish to raise here the
 question of whether the conclusions of
 this theory logically flow from its postu-
 lates. The significant question is whether
 these same conclusions would flow if we
 postulated, not Nlarshall's representative
 firm, but the modern corporation with
 its vast size and the separation of own-
 ership and control; if we postulated, not
 labor as a commodity, but labor as a
 group of human beings; if we postulated,
 not flexible prices which equate supply
 and demand but administered prices
 under which supply and demand can be

 different. As far as I know, there is no
 one who has developed a coherent theory
 which rests on such modern postulates
 and develops their implications.

 I have not done much worli in the
 field of allocation theoryn having been
 primarily concerned with employment
 theory, but I can at least lay down some
 questions svhich should challenge atten-
 tion.

 Let us consider an economic model
 in which all economic production is car-
 ried on by 400 huge corporations. Let us
 also say that, at the outset, while each
 company produces many products, there
 are only four companies producing each
 particular commodity and that each has
 its own particular brands with their own
 characteristics; that labor) unlike a com-
 modity, has created labor unions, and
 that wage rates are made by collective
 bargaining between unions and individ-
 ual companies; and that the individual
 companies offer and promote the sales
 of their products at administered prices
 which are seldom changed except as
 quite large changes in costs or demand
 occur; and finally, that we start with
 full employment. .How would such an
 economy run?

 You will notice that I have excluded
 price wars by assumption. With only
 four producers of a commodity and with
 a considerable degree of product differ-
 entiation, competition can express itself
 in greater advertising expenditures, in-
 creased product differentiation, product
 improvement, and other means which
 seek to take business away from com-
 petitors or to expaxld the market. But
 the knowledge that a price cut will be
 met or surpassed by a competitor will
 inhibit price cuts, except to adjust to
 a considerable change in cost or demand.

 I would also raise the question whether
 even a major change in demand would
 affect price. At a recent meeting of busi-
 nessmen and economists, the head of one
 of our big retail and manufacturing en-
 terprises argued that demand had no in-
 fluence on prices and challenged the
 economists present to show how an in-
 crease in the demand for the products
 of his company would lead to his charg-
 ing higher prices. In his thinking, prices
 were determined by costs and probably,
 for his partieular firm, he was essentially
 right. Of course, it was easy to suggest
 that many raw materials have flexible
 prices which are sensitive to changes in
 demand and that, when the demand for
 his products increased, he increased or-
 ders and thereby increased the demand
 for raw materials somewhere back along
 the line and that this ultimately raised
 his costs. But, suppose that raw materials
 were produced only by a few companies
 and theseicompanies also- operated with
 inflexible, administered prices. Under

 what conditions would changes in de-
 mapd have an efect on prices? Hoz
 large a change in demand would be
 necessary to trigger a change in price?
 And what relation could be expected be-
 tween marginal cost and price?

 Then consider the question of profits
 or rate of return on capital. Traditional
 theory suggests that, with only four pro-
 ducers and no price wars, the rate of rc-
 turn on captital would tend to be abnor-
 mally high in relation, say, to interest
 rates or to the current costs of capital.
 Is this in fact true? What would place a
 roof on excessive earnings? Would strong
 labor unions prevent too high rates of
 earnings? Or would labor and capital
 gang up on the consumer? And if this
 happened equally for 11 industries,
 would it make any diSerence, since the
 high money prices could be met out of
 high money incomes? Would competi-
 tive advertising and promotion so in-
 crease selling costs as to absorb excessive
 profits, keeping costs and prices in line,
 not by reducing prices but by increasing
 costs? Would the threat of new entrants
 into a given market keep profits ln
 bounds? And if profits were not kept in
 line, who would benefit from high rates
 of earnings, stockholders who do not
 control the enterprise or management
 that does? Also, would it be possible to
 maintain full employment in such an
 economy and avoid inflation?

 An even more fundamental question is
 whether, in our economic model of a
 few great collectives, resources would be
 well allocated. Here we have to deal not
 only with the determinants of relative
 prices which help to guide the flow of
 resources into different uses but also with
 the direction of resources within the
 great collectives. It is often said that
 consumers direct the use of resources bwr
 what they purchase. Yet how great is
 consumer choice? If you want to buy a
 new American car this year you havet
 as far as I can see, very little real choice.
 Wh-at you are offered is a longer, heavier
 car with fins. I am reminded of a recent
 cartoon in which two men are looking
 down at the rear of a new high-finned
 car and onc says to the other, "You don't
 like fins and I don't like fins. What would
 happen to the American economy if no-
 body liked fins?" In some ways, our big
 American producers are the most e-
 cient in the world. But if finned cars
 are -a temporary matter and are not
 really wanted by the people who will
 have to buy them secondhand, the resale
 value of finned cars will be low and the
 reduction will reflect inefficiency in the
 - use of resources which could offset a
 good deal of efficiency in production.
 The problem of the allocation of re-
 sources through corporate enterprise is
 both a matter of efficiency in production
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 omy-. For the first time in a long history

 of business fluctuations, a postwar de-
 pression was avoided. How did it hap-

 pen that demand and employment were
 sustained after the war? Partly it was
 the result of the pent-up demand and
 fiscal expansion which have always ac-

 companied major wars. But I believe it

 was partly the result of economic plan-

 ning (in which the Committee for Eco-

 nomic Development played an impor-

 tant role), as a result of which both gov-
 ernment and industry were already pre-
 pared to make a quick shift from war to
 civilian production, and the potential
 goals of production were sct for a full-
 employment economy. How this was

 done is a long story, but that it was done

 and that it did contribute to the pre-
 vention of a postwar depression, I am

 certain.

 We find economic planning being en-

 couraged by businessmen in connection

 with our foreign economic aid. Thus,

 one well-known business leader recently

 suggested that, in providing economic

 aid to the less-developed countries, we

 should require that any country to be

 aided should prepare a well-worked-out

 plan for economic development.

 And, of eourse, we are undertaking a
 form of economic planning in our gov-

 ernmental agencies concerned with the

 maintenance of full employment, par-
 ticularly in the Council of Economic
 Advisers and the Federal Reserve Board.

 We also need to consider the poten-
 tials of economic planning in bringing

 about a better use of resources. I believe

 that, when an adequate theory of alloca-
 tion is worked out for collective capital-
 ism, it will show a very considerable

 degree of indeterminacy in the allocatioll

 of resources insofar as purely economic

 forces are concerned and that, if we are
 to have a high degree of effectiveness in

 the use of resources and avoid the pres-

 sure for government direction, we must

 have a clearer picture of what seems
 likely to constitute effective use of re-

 sources as a background against which

 private, corporate, and government de-

 cisions can be made. This would be eco-
 nomic planning without compulsion.

 Conclusion

 Finally, I want to express my enthu-

 siasm for collective capitalism. I believe

 that it is, to a major extent, responsible

 for the high levels of living which we
 enjoy in this country. I believe that we
 are still some way from understanding
 how it really works and what its impera-

 tives are. We have started meeting some

 of these imperatives in our social secur-

 and importantly a matter of what is pro-
 duced. A consumer veto over wasteful
 use of resources is by no means the same
 as consumer control over their use.

 Here I have raised questions about

 how allocation in an economy made up
 of big enterprises could be expected to
 take place. I could go a lot further in
 asking specific questions. But what is im-
 portant here is that the questions are of

 a sort which cannot be answered by any
 amount of study of Marshallian theory,
 including Marshall's footnotes. Clcarly a
 new, coherent body of allocation theory
 is needed if we are to understand our
 actual economy and make wise decisions
 in such matters as antitrust policy, gov-
 ernment regulation, and economic plan-
 ning. Such a new, coherent body of

 theory would derive many of its parts
 from older theory. Other pieces for such

 a theory which cannot be derived from
 Marshallian theory are already devel-

 oped or in the process of development.
 But, as far as I am aware, no coherent

 theory has been produced which would
 effectively describe allocation in a model
 economy of collective capitalism or for
 our actual economy, which is so largely

 composed of big collective corporate
 enterprises.

 I could go on into other fields of eco-
 nomic theory and point to other changes
 in theory required by the factory system

 and collective capitalism: the inapplica-
 bility of the classical mechanism of in-
 ternational trade adjustment, the irrele-
 vance of a wage theory which relates
 wage rates to the marginal product of
 labor, and the minor importance of a
 growth theory which builds on private

 individual invention. But to go into them
 would take too much space.

 There is, however, one major field of

 theory which has been added by the
 development of collective capitalism and
 which was quite absent from traditional
 theory the theory of economic plan-
 ning.

 Need for a Theory

 of Economic Planning

 There has been a great deal of con-
 fusion about economic planning par-
 ticularly, its relation to dictatorship. This
 is understandable, since economic plan-
 ning has been most highly developed in
 the U.S.S.R. and is directly tied to gov-
 ernment operation of industry. But eco-
 nomic planning itself can be an impor-
 tant tool in a democracy. It can facilitate
 more effective use of resources without

 dictating those uses.
 Consider for a moment our recent

 transition from a war to a postwar econ-

 ity programsj in government action to
 clear the way for the organization of
 labor, and in our acceptance of govern-
 ment responsibility for full employment.
 Our problem now is to understand its
 operation so well that we can make it
 provide not only full employment and
 high productive efficiency but effective
 use of resources, equitable distribution
 of income, freedom to the individual to
 develop his resources, and the continued
 growth which is a potential of collective

 capitalism. I do not believe that this

 can be achieved if we base our policies
 on economic theories built on the postu-
 lates of Marshall's representative Srm,

 flexible prices, and labor treated as a
 commodity.

 As I said at the outset, I believe that
 our position today is very much like that
 of the physical scientists 50 years ago
 when the reality and importance of the
 quantum had been accepted but was not
 a postulate of current theories. We need
 an economic Niels Bohr, a de Broglie, a
 Heisenberg, and a Dirac to reconstruct
 or revolutionize economic theory as these
 men revolutionized physical theory. Sucll
 new theory seems to me likely to be quite

 different from classical theory, because
 so many of its underlying parts would
 be new. It would have to take full ac-
 count of the implications of administered
 prices, the new status of profits, the con-
 cept of countervailing powers. I believe
 that such a theory would indicate the
 great economic and social advantages of
 the great corporate collectives-but that
 it would also bring out the ways in which
 the economic results fall far short of
 being satisfactory and suggest ways in

 which improvement could be made. Butv
 even more important, I believe that it
 would greatly clarify the character of
 the responsibilities which the managers
 of our great collectives have assumed
 and are only now beginning to be aware
 of and would provide an improved basis

 for public policy under our system of
 collective capitalism.
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